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What are the best refrigerators on the market for 2022? With so many options, it’s easy for consumers to become overwhelmed when trying to find the best refrigerator brand when shopping for kitchen appliances.To make things easier, our best of list for 2022 matches functionally designed fridges with their leading manufacturer based on owner
feedback, support, and lab performance and materials studies conducted by Consumer Reports and other testing organizations.So what is the best refrigerator brand? That depends. The best refrigerator brands for side-by-sides isn’t necessarily the best refrigerator brands for a French door refrigerators and vice versa, so dive in below to learn
more.Best Refrigerator Brands 2022 #1 Pick LG RefrigeratorLG PXS30866D 4-Door Door-In-Door French Door RefrigeratorAward: Best French Door Refrigerator BrandWHY IT’S A TOP PICK: LG manufacturers some of the most appealing French door refrigerators in the world and its products have consistently performed well through standardized
lab testing.Read Full Review: LG Refrigerator ReviewWhen it comes to reliable refrigerators and with regards to temperature performance, energy efficiency, noise, ease of use, capacity expectations, and overall design, LG delivers and surprises consumers with French door refrigerators versatile enough for a regular family of four, or a master chef
preparing her finest meal. Any LG French-door refrigerator will usually come with a sleek and modern finishing, either in white, black, or the recently popular black stainless steel. Testing year after year from Consumer Reports ranks LG’s French door machines as some of the highest in the category.Related: Also see our best French door
refrigerator. Check Prices on Abt #2 Pick Samsung RefrigeratorSamsung Showcase 21.5 Cu. Ft. Side-by-Side Counter-Depth RefrigeratorAward: Best Side-by-Side Refrigerator BrandWHY IT’S A TOP PICK: Samsung makes some of the sleekest side-by-side refrigerators out there, and they integrate more organizational features than most other
brands.Related: Check out our best refrigerator thermometer.Modern design, maximum storage capacity, and never ending innovations. Samsung’s Metal Cooling, semi-door-in-door side-by-side design takes flexible storage and superior engineering to the next level. Their modern side-by-side models are also available in black stainless steel color.
Design elements unlike other manufacturers is one aspect of the brand that sets itself apart from the pack. These are reliable refrigerators with energy efficiency, performance, and customer satisfaction all ranking high in testing with this brand’s side-by-side products. Check Prices on Abt #3 Pick KitchenAid RefrigeratorKitchenAid 23.8 Cu. Ft.
French Door Counter-Depth RefrigeratorAward: Best Counter-Depth Refrigerator BrandWHY IT’S A TOP PICK: Form, function, and a customer-focused design process keep KitchenAid at the top of our list as the best counter-depth refrigerator manufacturer.KitchenAid offers the largest counter-depth refrigerators in its class. Featuring French door
and side-by-side models that all offer unique, flexible storage, under-shelf prep storage, and versatile space-saving features. It’s counter-depth refrigerators also offer the most tall storage space in its class using a slide-away shelving feature that’s hard to find in other similar machines. Check Prices on Abt #4 Pick Whirlpool RefrigeratorAward: Best
Bottom Freezer Refrigerator BrandWHY IT’S A TOP PICK: With some of the best bottom freezer designs available, Whirlpool delivers exceptional value with its classic designs and functional elements making it a top pick on our best refrigerator brands list.Whirlpool’s WRB322DMBB model is one functional refrigerator that has color options of
stainless steel, white stainless, and black stainless steel. Optional pull-out, or swing-style, freezer doors help customers pick the best design for their unique space, and smaller sizes for smaller kitchens are offered to accommodate most every consumer’s needs. Storage volume exceeds expectations on some of the brand’s larger bottom-freezer
models. The latest version of the WRX735 model for example is very ideal for large families. It also houses humidity controlled crisper drawers, 1-gallon door bins, and spill proof glass shelves. Whirlpool is focused on a sustainable future, and all of its products demonstrate that by being more energy efficient than what you mind find on other similar
models released by competing brands. Consistent performance of its products in lab testing show high reliability and performance metrics in bottom freezer products. They’re particularly good in maintaining the fridge and freezer temperatures. Check Prices on Abt #5 Pick Danby RefrigeratorSmall but effective is the Danby Mini FridgeAward: Best
Mini Fridge BrandWHY IT’S A TOP PICK: Great for small spaces like offices, dorm rooms, or garages, Danby’s mini refrigerators are the highest rated among consumers.Perfect for a private refrigerator, bar fridge, or any other small space, mini refrigerators offer a smaller storage solution for efficiency use, or beverage chilling. Danby is the leading
specialty refrigeration appliance company in North America. Its appliances are designed with functionality in mind, built from quality components, and backed by competitive warranties to boot. Check Prices on Abt Which Refrigerator Brand is Right for Me?Ultimately you’ll need to decide what type of refrigerator suits your specific needs first before
deciding on a brand, but using our list above you can be sure that you’re in good company. If you’re unsure of what type of full-sized refrigerator you need, consider reading our French Door Refrigerator vs Side-by-Side article. Our article on counter-depth refrigerators can help clarify any questions you might have about counter-depth installation and
machines too! We hope you enjoyed our list of the best refrigerator brands. You can find four popular styles of freestanding refrigerators, plus a few less-common types, all with some aesthetic and functional differences. Certain types aren’t available in certain sizes or at certain prices, so in choosing a model you don’t quite have carte blanche, but
you usually have some wiggle room. Here’s what you should know.This style has dominated the best-seller lists of most major appliance retailers for more than a decade, and in a lot of important ways, it’s the most comfortable and convenient type of refrigerator for most people (if it fits your kitchen, anyway). The French-door style is defined by the
drawer-style freezer on the bottom and two half-width, independently opening doors for the fridge compartment on top. Photo: BoschIn our reader survey, French-door fridges almost always had better ratings for owner satisfaction than the other two most-popular styles, side-by-sides and top-freezers, in everything from perceived capacity to storage
and organization to temperature control to looks. Overall satisfaction is where we saw the most dramatic difference: All the little ways that French-door fridges are more comfortable to use and convenient for more people add up to a huge statistical advantage.(Bottom-freezer models that don’t have French doors actually had the highest satisfaction
of any type. But they just aren’t popular—constituting only 4% of fridge sales in 2020, according to the Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers—for reasons that we don’t fully understand. It could be that they aren’t available in a 36-inch width, which is highly popular.)Reader survey: Owner satisfaction by door typeFrench-doorSide-by-sideTopfreezerBottom-freezerVery satisfied50.5%36.4%28.2%58.1%Somewhat satisfied33.1%32.9%30.0%28.2%Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied3.3%8.4%14.5%4.6%Somewhat dissatisfied8.9%17.1%20.0%6.0%Very dissatisfied4.0%5.1%7.3%3.0%Size range: 36 inches is the most common width, while 33-inch and 30-inch models are also easy to find. A few
42-inch built-in models are available from luxury brands. Regular-depth and counter-depth models are widely available. Freestanding models are most common, but plenty of high-end built-ins are available, too.Pros: All fresh foods stay near eye level for people of a wide range of heights, and you get easy wide-item storage (pizza, deli trays). The halfwidth doors are convenient in tight kitchen layouts, and models have a trendy look. You also have tons of options, such as two drawers, door-in-door features, premium dispensers, specialty ice makers, translucent panels, and door tablets.Cons: The bucket-style freezer can be hard to organize, and retrieving frozen items requires bending. Tall-item
storage is sometimes limited. Models are relatively expensive.The most consistent complaint about the French-door design concerns the bucket-style freezer. One Wirecutter reader writes: “At first it seemed appealing, but I think the lower ‘chest type’ freezer compartment is really hard to organize and keep clean. It seems we only use the top 6
inches and the rest is a deep freeze that we never dig into. Who knows what’s at the bottom?!”However, some upscale French-door variants (like the Whirlpool WRX735SDHZ) have a fourth door, in the form of a second drawer, usually a small tray between the fridge and freezer. Owners tend to find this style easier to organize, judging from what
we’ve seen in our reader-survey results and customer-review analysis. It’s often used as a “kid’s drawer” for parent-approved snacks at a tyke-friendly height, but you can use it for anything you’d usually stick in a fridge—produce, deli items, canned or bottled or boxed drinks, whatever. One owner commented in our reader survey that it’s easier for
small people to open lighter, separate drawers than one large bucket drawer. Usually such models let you adjust the temperature independently of the fridge or freezer, so you can turn it down a tick to help preserve meats and cheeses or nudge it up a bit to keep produce more appetizing or drinks at a better serving temperature.Although side-bysides tend to create much less satisfaction than French-door models, some people genuinely prefer this layout. Arguably the best part is that they tend to cost much less than French-door fridges while offering similar capacities and feature sets. “A $2,000 side-by-side is an amazing fridge. A $2,000 French-door is not as nice,” said Richard Hughes of
Appliance Factory. Sometimes called “duplex” models, side-by-side fridges have full-height fridge and freezer compartments next to each other. Photo: FrigidairePrice range: At this writing, side-by-sides cost between $1,100 and $1,350 for a basic model with or without through-the door ice, up to $3,000 for well-equipped freestanding models from
major brands, and up to $15,000 for built-in models from luxury brands.Size range: For freestanding models, 36 inches is the most common width, and some 33-inch models are available, standard-depth and counter-depth. For built-ins, 36-, 42-, and 48-inch widths are available.Pros: Side-by-sides offer eye-level access to both the fridge and the
freezer, plus plenty of shelf space in the freezer. Big capacity and cool features are available at reasonable prices, and the half-width doors are convenient in tight kitchen layouts.Cons: The wide-item storage is limited, and the design is less energy efficient than other styles. Owner satisfaction is mediocre overall.While some French-door owners
dislike their fridge’s bucket-style freezer, the numbers suggest that a higher rate of side-by-side owners really dislike their half-width freezers. One Wirecutter reader sums up the common sentiment: “I hate the side by side style. There’s no room for anything—a frozen pizza doesn’t even fit flat in the freezer!”People buy top-freezer models mostly
because they’re affordable and can be compact (which also means they tend to use less energy). The downside is that owners tend not to be all that happy to own them. These fridges do their job efficiently, but they aren’t that ergonomic and tend not to have any upscale features or designs. A top-freezer refrigerator, with the freezer above the fridge
and full-width doors, is the basic, space-conscious, budget-friendly option. Photo: FrigidaireSize range: You get roughly 8 to 22 cubic feet of storage (anything smaller is really a mini fridge). These come in widths of 22 inches to 33 inches, and similar depths (most are roughly square-shaped).Pros: Top-freezer models are affordable, available in a wide
range of sizes, and efficient. No bending required to reach frozen items. These fridges are also more reliable than other types, according to some sources, though we found that they might be more prone to minor, nuisance-type problems.Cons: Owner satisfaction is low. Fresh foods sit below waist height for most people, and the full-width doors may
be hard to open completely in some kitchens.Bottom-freezer refrigerators are a bit of a hidden gem. They aren’t as popular in the US as other types, so we haven’t seen as much feedback about them. But from what we can tell, owners tend to be really happy with them. They offer some of the same practical advantages as basic French-door models,
for significantly lower prices. Photo: GESize range: A 30-inch width and standard depth is the most popular size in the US for affordable freestanding models, though they get as narrow as 22 inches and as wide as 33 inches. There are plenty of counter-depth models, as well, though these tend to be on the thinner side. Built-in models are 24 inches to
36 inches wide.Pros: High owner satisfaction, especially relative to the price. All fresh foods stay near eye level for most people, and wide-item storage (pizza, deli trays) is easy.Cons: The full-width doors on wider models may be hard to open completely in some kitchens. These fridges also have fewer premium features than other styles. Bucket-style
freezers (on some models) can be hard to organize, and swing-open freezers (on other models) are very low to the ground. Retrieving frozen items requires bending. Four-door refrigerators, like the Whirlpool WRQA59CNKZ, usually have a full-width refrigerator on the top, while one of the two bottom compartments can work as a fridge or a freezer.
Photo: WhirlpoolFour-door: Some brands sell upscale fridges with four equal-size doors. Not to be confused with two-drawer French-door fridges, these models have a full-width refrigerator compartment on top and two half-width compartments on the bottom. At least one of the bottom cavities is a dedicated freezer, and on some models one of them
might be a “flex” space that can switch between a fridge or freezer (or in-betweener) compartment depending on what you need at the time. These fridges are still uncommon, and we don’t have a ton of info about how much their owners like them or whether they perform well, but the large handful of models for sale (Whirlpool, Samsung, and Haier
all sell some) have decent (though not always great) customer reviews.Column or all-fridge/all-freezer: These are units with a single cavity that sits at (roughly) a single temperature. When they’re built-in units, they’re called columns, and they come in a huge variety of widths and finishes from tons of upscale and luxury brands. Freestanding models
are usually known as all-fridge or all-freezer units, and although most of them are the kinds of utilitarian machines you’d find in a workshop or garage, you can find some sleeker-looking models that you could put into a kitchen as a thrifty alternative to a true built-in column. There aren’t very many statistics available, so we don’t have anything to
share for now (maybe in a future update to this guide).
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